
Final discu!ion template 
How wi" legal status help the Ho!ain family live out their hopes and 
dreams? 

Introduction

We believe that a green card will change  

____________’s life in ____________________ ways. 

_____________’s dream was to _________________ 

 The main obstacle that got in the way of the dream 

was _________________________                      . 

Now, the family has legal status. 

Benefits of legal status

Legal status brings special benefits. For 

_________________, the most important benefits are 

___________________________________________ 

and  .

Next steps

We think _____________’s next steps will be to 

___________________________________________. 

Thoughts and feelings

Legal status will also affect _____________’s 

thoughts and feelings. Before, she/he felt  

_________________________ 

because __________ __________________ .

List the most important 
benefits for your character 

here.

Write your character’s name. 
Describe the change, using 

a word like “significant,” 
”many,” or “small.”

Explain your 
character’s next steps. 

Tell about your character’s 
thoughts and feelings in the 
book, before legal status.

character name

character name

Write one main dream and 
one important obstacle.

character name

character name

character name
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Name:



For example, on page _____, _______________ said, 

" _______________________________________ " 

Now, ________________     .

Conclusion

In conclusion, legal status means that  

___________________________________________ 

___________________________________________.

Explain how legal status will 
help this character live out 

hopes and dreams. 

Write a quote that shows your 
character’s thoughts and 

feelings before legal status.

Write your ideas about how the 
character’s thoughts and 

feelings will change after legal 
status.

character name
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